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Segregation and Desegregation in Parramore:
Orlando's African American Community
by Tana Mosier Porter

J

ust before midnight on July 29, 1980, in front of Sister Reed's
bar on South Parramore Avenue in Orlando, two white truck
drivers in a Thunderbird stopped to ask directions, they
claimed. A black woman in a white bikini approached their
car, robbed one of them, and ran into the bar. The trucker started after her, but several black men attacked him before he
reached the entrance. The police arrived as the altercation
became a brawl, with an angry mob throwing rocks and bottles at
the officers. The crowd burned a police car and looted and vandalized stores along Parramore. Two policemen and a storekeep
er sustained minor injuries; four men went to jail.'
The following night a mob formed again, throwing rocks, looting, and firebombing. More than 130 policemen in riot gear
closed off the area, arresting twenty people. Firemen extinguished
flames in five buildings, and several people suffered minor
injuries, including one fireman. A thunderstorm finally cooled the
air and sent rioters indoors. On the third night, police made sixteen more arrests when the mob regrouped and firebombed one
store. On the fourth night only a dumpster b ~ r n e d . ~

Tana Mosier Porter is Research Librarian at the Orange County Regional History
Center in Orlando. Much of the research for this article derived from research for
the Center's exhibit "How Distant Seems Our Starting Place: The Tragedies and
Triumphs of Central Florida's African American Community."
1. Orlando Sentinel Star, 30 July 1980.
2. Ibid., 31 July, 1 August, 2 August 1980.
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The two white men who started the fracas gave the police bogus
home addresses, phone numbers, vehicle identifications, and license
numbers. After reclaiming their stolen money, they disappeared.
Mayor Carl Langford decided against bringing in the National Guard
or declaring a curfew, and blamed the news media for inciting the
riot. The Human Relations Commission, successor to the Mayor's
Advisory Committee on Interracial Relations, blamed "outside agitators," while national news told of a "race riot" in a "racially-tom" and
"tension-riddled" city. Local news organizations, however, insisted
that they had done nothing to cause trouble. Indeed, the fourday
outburst brought Parramore's frustration to the attention of the rest
of the city, but it produced no lasting improvement. Community
businesses, mostly white-owned, reopened after the riot. Task forces
and study groups, citing poor housing and high unemployment, proposed plans and programs, most of which came to nothing. The city
began police foot patrols in the neighborhood and created a youth
employment program, but a year later, tensions remained.
Orlando's only urban race riot, provoked by two foolish white men
from out-of-town and a dishonest black prostitute, had seemingly no
purpose and accomplished nothing5
Black neighborhood residents, seeking explanations for the disturbance, blamed a leadership vacuum. The oldstyle passive leadership of local black ministers no longer worked with impatient young
blacks, and no strong leader emerged who represented everyone.
Leadership traditionally had come not only from churches but from
the community itself, and Parrarnore traced at least part of its discontent to the gradual decline of that very community. Already tom
by expressway construction, the neighborhood faced encroachment
by adjacent white businesses and government. Transformation of the
physical landscape, in turn, weakened the more important, intangible, not-sevisible sense of African American community that had sustained black Orlandoans through the dehumanizing decades of Jim
Crow segregation and facilitated a relatively smooth integration.
With expressway construction and gentrification by white businesses,
the community faced the loss of its place and its social fabric. The
riot was neither cause nor effect; it was rea~tion.~
3.
4.

Ibid., 2 August 1981.
Orlando Sentinel, 18 February 1989;Orlando Sentinel Star, 2 August 1980;Leon
F. Litwack, Trouble in Mind: B k k Soutkeners in the Age of Jim Crow (NewYork,
1998),xvi.
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Throughout American history, blacks have lived and worked
in a white world that hesitated to recognize their humanity, surviving unspeakable hardships and oppression by creating within
the "quarters" allotted to them distinct communities that
enabled them to treat the work world as a "secondary environment." In these communities, historian John Blassingame
argued, African American culture developed: "The social organization of the quarters was the slave's primary environment which
gave him his ethical rules and fostered cooperation, mutual assisHistorian Leon Litwack traced that
tance, and black ~olidarity.''~
same phenomenon through the years of Jim Crow segregation in
the South. Citing "extraordinary resourcefulness," Litwack
described a separate African American world, complete with
schools, churches, businesses, and associations. "This interior
life, largely unknown and incomprehensible to whites," Litwack
explained, "permitted black Southerners to survive and
end~re."~
The Jim Crow system of institutionalized segregation
emerged in the post-Civil War South to keep freedmen in their
"places." As historian C. Vann Woodward proposed in his
groundbreaking The Strange Career ofJim Crow, the system of complete segregation developed slowly and insidiously. Eventually,
states created formal legislation to separate the races, and in the
1896 Plessy v. Ferguson decision, the United States Supreme Court
legalized these measures in a "separate but equal" doctrine that
controlled the South for more than half a century. Florida's Jim
Crow laws, written in 1887, defined Negroes as any persons with
one-sixteenth Negro blood. One African American great-greatgrandparent consigned an individual to the control and
ostracism of Jim Crow, regardless of skin color or place of birth.
More than laws and customs, the whole system of segregation,
with all of its social and economic corollaries, stood as a constant
symbol of white superiority and black inferiority. As Litwack
argued, however, as they had survived slavery, blacks also negotiated the indignities of exclusion and the degradation of constant
fear that accompanied segregation by creating a world of their

5.

6.

John W . Blassingame, The Shve Community: Plantation Life in the Antebellum
South (New York, 1972), 41.
Litwack, Trouble in Mind, xvi.
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own. Beginning with churches and schools, they duplicated
white institutions and organizations in separate but unequal
black comrn~nities.~
In Orange County, Florida, white employers established early
African American settlements to provide separate but nearby housing for black domestic help and grove laborers. Around 1870,
Henry Sanford laid out the town of Georgetown west of
Mellonville for his citrus pickers. The Freedmen's Bureau established nearby Goldsboro for railroad construction workers.
Developers who platted the wealthy resort town of Winter Park in
1881 laid out the adjacent community of Hannibal Square for
anticipated black employees. When black residents moved from
Maitland in 1881, they established Eatonville on nearby land
(donated by a Maitland resident) and remained close to their
workplaces in Maitland. Apopka's Mead's Bottom and Johnson
Town developed circa 1880, providing quarters for nearby lumber
and citrus employees. In the 1870s, Markham housed turpentine
workers near Wekiva, as did Cunyville near Oviedo. All of these
places, established by whites to house black workers, became thriving African American communities through the efforts of their resident~.~
A similar pattern arose near Orlando. Around 1880, Sam
Jones's family set up housekeeping on the southeast side of the
small town, near a large sinkhole north of the Greenwood
Cemetery. Other African American families followed, including
several former slaves. Named Jonestown, for its first residents, the

7.

8.

Jonathan Earle, ed., The Rmtkdge Atlas of A@an-American History (New York,
2000), 98; C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career ofjirn Cmu, 3rd rev. ed. (New
York, 1975), 67; Stetson Kennedy, Jim Cmu Guide: The Way I t Was (Boca
Raton, Fla. 1960), 49; Charles George, LifeUnderJim Cmu Laws (San Diego,
Calif., 2000), 9-10, 31; Frank B. Latham, The Rise and Fall of yim Crow, " 18651964 (New York, 1969), 7-8; Litwack, T m b b in M i d , xvi,37478.
Altermese Smith Bentley, Georgelmvn: The Histmy of a Black Neighborhood
(Sanford, Fla., 1995), iv; idem, Seminob County, Black America Series
(Charleston, S.C., 2000), 9, 57, 67, 9495, 112-13; Jim Robison and Mark
Andrews, Flashbacks: The Story of Central Elorida 5 Past (Orlando, Fla., 1995), 79,
17475; Claire Leavitt MacDowell, Chmlogical History of Winter Park, Florida
(Winter Park, Fla., 1950), 21; Chc7 Story: A Look at A+American History in
Cntral Florida (Orlando, Fla., 1993), 8-9; LeRoy Argrett Jr., A History of the
Black Community of Orlando, %da (Fort Bragg, Calif., 1991), 17-18; Frank M.
Otey, EatonviZle, Kbrida,: A Brief History (Winter Park, Fla., 1989), 2-3; Jerrell
H. Shofner, Histmy of ApopKa and Northwwt Orange County, Florida (Apopka,
Fla., 1982), 32.
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settlement provided household labor for white families throughout the city. In the 1880s,James Parramore platted an area on the
west side of Orlando, across the newly built railroad tracks from
the downtown business district. This development was of particular interest to Rev. Andrew Hooper and his neighbors who
employed black maids, cooks, and gardeners from Jonestown every
day. By 1886, Hooper built a number of small cottages to house
domestics closer to the large Central Avenue homes of their
employers, thus sparing them the long and tiring walk from
Jonestown. Yet, residential segregation restricted black housing to
the least desirable places, usually poorly drained and unimproved,
as the names of the settlements suggest. Hooper Quarters, The
Sands, and Black Bottom eventually consolidated as Pepperhill.
Renamed Callahan in 1947, the neighborhood sometimes included the Richardson Quarters and Holden Heights. The whole area
later became known as Parramore or Parram~re/Callahan.~
Churches and schools anticipate permanency in any community, but perhaps more so in black settlements. African Americans
formed their own religious denominations even before they were
forcibly segregated from white churches. Parramore's churches
developed similarly. In 1880, Mount Zion Missionary Baptist
Church started in a brush arbor made from posts in the ground
roofed with tree branches near the corner of Robinson and
Division Streets. In 1872, Ebenezer United Methodist Church met
in a home on West Jackson Street; the Episcopal Church of St.
John the Baptist organized near Terry and Pine Streets in 1896;
and three years later, Shiloh Baptist forrned.1°
Orlando Black, an African American school, opened in
Parramore in 1886. Having been legally forbidden to learn to read
as slaves, freedmen harbored an intense desire for education.
Florida law required that white and black children attend separate
schools, although public schools for the latter, where they existed
at all, tended to be greatly inferior. Few black families could afford

Our Stmy, 8-9; Argrett, Histq of the Black Community, 18, 21; Eve Bacon,
Orlando: A Centennial Histq, 2 volumes (Chuluota, Ha., 1975), 1: 219; Guide
to Orlando's Afro-AmericanHeritage (Orlando, Fla., n.d.), 5.
10. John Hope Franklin, Reconstruction After the Civil War (1961; reprint, Chicago,
1964), 190-91; Our S t q , 1314; Argrett, History of the Black Community, 22, 26;
Guide to Orlando's Afro-American Heritage, 13-14; The Pawamme Heritage
Community Directory (Orlando, Fla., n.d.), 9-10.

9.
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private schools, so their children made the best of the ramshackle
buildings and outdated, damaged textbooks. In 1895, Orlando
Black became the Johnson Academy, renamed in 1921 as Jones
High School.l
Coincidental to religious and educational formation in
Parramore was political development. From the earliest days of
freedom, blacks understood that both education and political
power were essential to social and economic equality. In 1867,
Florida's black voter registrations exceeded those for whites, and
blacks flocked to polls to elect nineteen African Americans to the
Florida legislature. William Jones registered to vote in Orange
County in 1868; by 1876, another thirty-three black men followed.
Florida's 1885 Constitution, however, discouraged black voters
through complicated multiple ballots and ballot boxes, property
requirements, literacy tests, and poll taxes. In 1901, the state's single-party Democratic government initiated the all-white primary,
leaving blacks with virtually no reason to go to polls for the general elections. Refusing to give up, twenty-five blacks registered in
Orlando between 1910 and 1922. Orange County discontinued its
white primary in 1937, some seven years before the United States
Supreme Court ruled against white primaries. Still, the city of
Orlando retained the policy, becoming the last Florida city to comply in 1950, and then only under threat of a black lawsuit.'*
A lawsuit also helped to keep Jones High School in the black
neighborhood. The Orange County School Board decided to
build a new school at the intersection of Gore Street and the
Orange Blossom Trail, in the general Parramore area but on prop
erty zoned for whites. Five hundred white protestors demanded
that the school instead be relocated in black Washington Shores,

11. Robison and Andrews, Elashbacks, 207-209; Argrett, History of the Black
Community, 30-31.
12. Jerrell H. Shofner, Nor Is It OVcr Yet: FlOrida in the Era of Reconstruction, 1863I877 (Gainesville, Fla., 1974), 340-41; Joe M. Richardson, The Negro in the
Reconstruction of l.'lorida, 1865-1877(1965; reprint, Tampa,Ha., 1973), 140-41,
184-85; Michael Gannon, M :
A Shmt History (Gainesville, Fla. 1993), 48;
Jerrell H. Shofner, "Reconstruction and Renewal, 18651877," in The Nnu
History of FImida,ed. Michael Gannon (Gainesville, Fla., 1996), 255; Franklin,
Reconstruction A@ the Civil War, 1135; General Registration Book, Orange
County, Fla., 18681887,Joseph L. Brechner Research Center, Orange County
Regional History Center, Orlando, Ha.; Bacon, Orlando, 1: 29; Orlando
Sentinel, 19 Februaq 1995.
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but the black community responded that the relatively new
Washington Shores residential development (on the city's outskirts) was too far from most students' homes. The black community prevailed, and the new school opened at the Gore Street site
in 1952, but only after threats and a cross burning forced the
School Board to hire security guards.13
The successful challenge to the white primary and the equally
successful campaign to situateJones High School in the Parramore
area evidenced general progress and growing prosperity in the
neighborhood, which by the 1950s had grown into a thriving black
community with owner-occupied homes and black-owned shops
lining the streets. With Orlando's whites-only institutions closed to
them, blacks had developed their own parallel community: separate institutions duplicating those of the white world. In May 1945,
a group of black men invited the Orlando Chamber of Commerce
to discuss city improvements. The meeting resulted in the formation of the Negro Chamber of Commerce, with black businessman
Z.L. Riley as president. The group worked on fundraisers such as
the Community Chest and Infantile Paralysis fund drives, helped
to stage the Armed Forces Day parade and the Christmas parade,
and sponsored "The Birthday Parade," the first radio program for
black children.14
The Negro Chamber of Commerce published its own business directory, first issued in 1949, which included information
about the black community, its organizations, and its businesses.
The 1955 edition listed more than fifteen churches, Callahan and
Holden Street Elementary Schools,Jones High School, and seven
kindergartens, day nurseries, and pre-schools. Two attorneys and
eight doctors had offices in Parramore; barbers, beauty parlors,
dry cleaners, drug stores, grocery stores, restaurants, and shoe
stores flourished in the black neighborhood. The directory listed
a newspaper, two hospitals, seven hotels, three theaters, a photography studio, tailors, realtors, insurance offices, a florist, and
automobile mechanics. Businesses, many black-owned and all
catering to blacks, fill three pages, offering proof of a viable commercial center.15
13. Jones High School Centennial Celebration (Orlando, Fla., 1995).
14. Argrett, Histmy of the Black Communil;y, 35-37;Negro Chamber of C o m w c e
B w i e s s Directmy (Orlando, Ha., 1955).
15. Negro Chamber of Cornwce Business Directmy.
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MAJOR OBJECTIVES OF THE
ORLANDO NEGRO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
To foster inter-racial good will and understanding in Orlando and its
surrounding areas.
To encourage and support new and old businesses.
To build a strong economic security by creating more and better jobs
for our young people.
To embrace our civic responsibility and to advocate efficiency between
employers and employees.
To promote a higher degree of appreciation, honor and respect for
our fellow citizens; and create a christian-like atmosphere within the
community.
To educate the public to our program of civic and business expansion,
and by doing this; make the Chamber be felt throughout the community; even into every home.
To invoke, by precept and example, a higher degree of respect for
all womanhood.
To advocate education and vocational opportunities for our young
people.
To formulate and carry out practical plans for the benefit of our
soldiers returning home.
To encaurage every person of voting age to identify themselves as
an American citizen by registering and voting in all elections. For;
when you register, men will know you, and when you vote, men will
hear you. Your city, state and the nation will be proud of you as an
American citizen. By doing this, you will help to keep America strong
and make democracy work. So; register, vote as you please, but vote.

I

Mrs. Gladys W.

Woodard,

oftice

krrtary, at

work at the

Chamber's

office.

1

Negro Chamber of Commerce Business Directory (Orlando, 1955). Courtesy of the
Joseph L. Brechner Research Center, Orange Cotlnty Histmy Center, Orlando, Flu.
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Clubs and organizations duplicated many of those of the white
community, including the Masons, Eastern Star, and American
Legion. Leon Litwack has argued that African Americans found fellowship and support in such organizations, and that the rituals and
regalia of hternal groups gave them a more positive self-image.
African American insurance companies, similarly acting as benevolent organizations, helped blacks establish some financial security
and offered mutual support arrangements for hospitalization and
burial costs. In addition to the Mothers Club, Modem Majestic
Club, Society Debs Club, and Young Women's Civic Club, women's
organizations such as the Ideal Woman's Club in Hannibal Square,
the Eatonville Sewing Club, and in Orlando, Jack and Jill, the
Girlfriends, and a number of Greek letter societies played unique
and important roles in developing the African American community. Women shared cultural, religious, and political ideas, developed
independence, and moved out into the communities to provide
advice, assistance, and social instruction, especially for young p e e
ple. Those who organized Orlando's Bridgadettes interpreted the
group's activities as offering "inspiration and hope for the future."16
The Negro Chamber of Commerce directory included a listing
for the Orlando Branch of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People. The NAACP has been credited
for much black progress during the most dangerous years of segregation in the South. In 1909, a coalition of blacks and whites, warning that race problems affected the whole country, met in NewYork
City to work together for black equality. The NAACP investigated
lynchings, racial discrimination, and police brutality, and members
campaigned for integration in public spaces, schools, colleges, and
the voting booth. When in the 1920s,Joe L. Stevens and Rev. R.H.
Johnson began organizing an Orlando branch of the NAACP, fear
kept both blacks and whites fromjoining. It took five years to enlist
five members the prerequisite to starting a local chapter. By 1952,
however, the Orange County NAACP was one of the best organized
in Florida. Its Youth Council, formed in the same year, took the
lead in sit-ins and demonstrations during the 1960s."
16. Ibid.; Litwack, Troubb in Mind, 37576; &ando Sentinel, 15 Februaly 1991.
17. Philip Dray, At The Hand of Persons Unknown: The Lynching of Black America
(New York, 2002), 167-69; Robert W . Saunders Jr., Bridging the Gap: Continuing
the Florida NAACP Legacy of Harry T. Moore, 1952-1966 (Tampa, Fla., 2000),
204207; Orlando Sentinel Star, 26 December 1976; Edward D. Davis, A Half
Century of StruggZe fmFreedom in Florida (Orlando, Ha., 198 1 ) , 160.
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Jim Crow segregation intensified steadily during the twentieth
century until, by the 1950s, most public places did not admit blacks
at all. Restaurants that served blacks expected them to enter by
back doors and to eat in kitchens. Some lunch counters accommodated African Americans but only for take-out orders. If stores
permitted black customers, they entered through back doors, used
segregated sales counters, and bought clothes and hats without trying them on for size. Blacks could not lodge in hotels where whites
stayed; larger cities usually had separate hotels, but in smaller
places blacks could find no lodgings. If admitted at all, blacks who
frequented movie theaters were relegated to balcony seating. In
1915, the Grand and Lucerne Theaters partitioned their balconies.
The annual Florida State Fair had "Colored Day" on Tuesdays.
Some libraries allowed blacks to use only non-public areas and
only after hours. Orlando's whitesonly Albertson Public Library
refused both, opting instead to open a branch in the black
Episcopal Church of St.John the Baptist in 1924.18
If blacks got in at all, hospitals, orphanages, funeral homes,
and cemeteries segregated the races as well. Orlando's
Greenwood Cemetery designated black and white sections,
although the "Old Colored Section" evidently doubled as a
Potter's Field for paupers as well. Blacks in Winter Park had the
Pinewood Cemetery. The Orange General Hospital opened in
1918 as an integrated facility, with the "CW" or "Colored Ward" in
the basement. Always dark and gloomy with beds closely crowded,
it had no waiting area at all. Addressed as "Uncle" or "Auntie,"
black patients entered by a back door. Doctors' offices similarly
had two entrances and two waiting rooms.lg
Segregated newspapers printed segregated news. In 1900,
African American G.C. "Gus" Henderson published Orlando's first
black paper, the Florida Christian Recwder, a weekly that continued
for fifteen years. The Orlando Dixie Sun, another black weekly,
began in 1934. The Central M d a Times,with offices on Division
Street, published weekly from 1945 to 1949. For a number of
years, the Orlando Sentinelprinted a Negro Edition, a special section

18. George, Lije U& Jim C w Laws, 25-27, 32; Saunden, Bridging the Gap, 42;
Bacon, Orlando 1: 341.
19. George, Lije U n hJim C w Laws , 39-34; Map, Greenwood Cemete~y,n.d.
[copy], Joseph L. Brechner Research Center; Orlando Satinel Star, 1 August
1976; Ormund Powers, 75 Yems of Caring (Orlando, Fla., 1993), 90.
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of as many as twelve pages of news, announcements, and photographs, delivered once a week with the regular edition. Called the
"Pink Sheets" or sometimes the "Green Sheets," the special edition
substituted provided African American news that never appeared
in the paper's regular editions.20
Segregation was pervasive. In 1946, Sanford refused to allow
Jackie Robinson, then active on a Brooklyn Dodgers farm team, to
play baseball on the same field with white players. White and black
criminals could not be hung on the same gallows or even at the
same time of the day. Mass transportation conveyances and stations segregated passengers by race. Some places denied blacks
the right to drive on main streets or to park along any streets.
Swimming pools, even beaches, opened for whites only. Signs on
restrooms and drinking fountains kept the races separated, though
the deplorable state of one facility usually left little doubt as to
which race used it. Jim Crow even segregated Christmas. In 1927,
after landing at the Orlando airport, Santa Claus visited the Negro
Christmas tree at Division and Church Streets before continuing
downtown to the municipal Christmas tree and party at ~ a k e
E01a.~l
Fear a . much as law kept African Americans subservient and
separate. The Ku Klux Klan (more or less defunct since the 1870s)
revived in Georgia in 1915, the same year that the anti-black film,
"The Birth of a Nation," opened in New York. A catalyst for the
reappearance of the Klan, the movie caused racial trouble everywhere it played. In 1919, it broke all attendance records at
Orlando's Grand Theater.22
The modern Klan differed from the original Klan only in the
scope of its hatred and the scale of its violence. The Klan targeted
blacks, Jews, Catholics, and organized labor. It threatened, boy20. Bacon, Orlando, 1: 135, 216; Eldon H. Gore, From Rorida Sand to 'The City
Beautiful 7 A Historical Record of Orlando, F h i & (Orlando, Fla., n.d.), 22-23;
Ormund Powers, Martin Andmen: Editm, Publisho; Gallq,Boy (Chicago, 1996),
276.
21. Patricia Dillon, "Civil Rights and School Desegregation in Sanford," Fbrida
Historical Quarterly 76 (winter 1998): 31415; George, Life UnderJim Crow Laws,
26,2430, 33, 35; Bacon, Orlando, 2: 22.
22. Tom Cowan andJack Maguire, Timelines of Afircan Amnican Histmy (NewYork,
1994), 14950; David M. Chalrners, Hooded Americanism: The Histoy of the Ku
Klux K h n (Durham, N.C., 1987), 29-31, 33; Michael Newton, The Invisible
Empire: The Ku K l w Klan in l h i d a (Gainesville, Fla., 2001), 33-36; Bacon,
Orlando, 1: 301.
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cotted, tarred and feathered, flogged, mutilated, and murdered an
unknown number of victims. Florida's rural character, violent heritage, and provincial population proved receptive to the defensive
negativism of the Klan, particularly in Jacksonville, Miami, and the
citrus growing region from Orlando to Tampa. In Orange County,
the most active chapters were in Orlando, Winter Garden, and
Apopka. Members included prominent men in the communities,
including government officials and law enforcement officers, and
each chapter had a "wrecking crew" responsible for fear and intimidation.23
Cross burnings, floggings, and bombings swept south and central Florida in 1951, with fifteen separate incidents of Klan terrorism reported in Orlando. When a black janitor was accused of
entering the girls' restroom at an Orlando elementary school, his
brother-in-law was mistakenly shot and killed in the only reported
lynching in the United States that year. Assailants bombed an
Orlando apartment complex in July when the owner tried to
rezone for blacks. Crosses burned twice in Orlando in October.
When the Klan burned a black veteran's new house, many city residents thought it had gone too far, taking up a collection to help
the victim. Still, Ku Kluxers continued, dynamiting the Creamette
Frozen Custard Stand in November because the owner refused to
segregate his lunch counter. The violence peaked with the bomb
ing of civil rights activist Harry T. Moore's house in Mims on
Christmas Day. Moore and his wife died as a result of the blast.
The FBI investigation of the Moores' deaths uncovered dozens of
other crimes. Undeterred, in 1952, the Klan flogged and shot a
black man in Orlando, just as a warning to other blacks.24
The Klan and other white southerners insisted that blacks preferred segregation, and that their unhappiness originated with
outside agitators. Evidence suggested otherwise. Riots in northern
cities in the late 1940s and the 1950s often stemmed from residential segregation: consequences of blacks migration out of overcrowded ghettos or white fears of blacks settling in white

23. Chalmers, Hooded Americanism, 33, 22529, 31 1 ; Newton, Invisible Empire, 39,
57, 66.
24. Chalmers, Hooded Americanism, 340-41; Newton, Invisible Emfire, 124130,137;
Bacon, Orlando, 2: 171; Orlando Sentinel, 9 May 1999; Ben Green, Before His
Time: The Untold Story of Hany T. Mom, America's First Civil Rights Martyr (New
York, 1999), 9-10, 132-33, 195.
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neighborhoods. The Brown v. the Board of Education of Topeka,
Kansas decision ( 1 954) outlawed the nearly always inferior segregated schools, giving blacks hope that other barriers might fall as
well. In 1955, blacks in Montgomery, Alabama, tired of being victimized and boycotted the city buses. For more than a year, they
walked miles to work while the city government devised regulations to interrupt taxi and jitney services, and stopped car-pool
drivers for non-existent traffic violations. Blacks won in
Montgomery, inspiring people everywhere to take action. Similar
protests included one in Tallahassee in 1 9 5 6 . ~ ~
By 1960, African Americans resolved that it must be "this
generation or never," and using techniques of passive resistance
learned from the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., they began testing
limits and demanding equality. Whites reacted with violence
throughout the South, but when the Civil Rights Movement
reached Orlando in 1960, demonstrations and pro tests
remained orderly and peaceful. Orlando differed in several
ways from Jacksonville and Miami, where protests became
destructive riots. The city's 1960 population of just over 88,000
was meager compared to more than 200,000 for Jacksonville and
nearly 300,000 for Miami. It was a small city, located in an interior county best known for citrus groves. Unlike Tallahassee and
Miami, Orlando had no large college to inspire student activism.
Its legacy of Ku Klux Klan violence no doubt had kept blacks on
their own "side of the tracks," but the influence of a strong
African American community of churches, schools, and businesses operating as an extended family cannot be discounted.
Black leadership, claimed historian Leon Litwack, came from
the ranks of businessmen, schoolteachers, and ministers, rather
than from politics, which was closed to African Americans.
Among Parramore's powerful and important men in the 1960s,
the names of physicians, ministers, and business leaders pred~minated.~~
25. Woodward, Strange Career of Jzm Crow, 168-69; Harvard Sitkoff, The Strugglefor
Black Equality, 1954-1980 (New York, 1981), 19, 23, 41-57; Joseph Boskin,
Urban Racial Violence in the Twentieth Centu?y, 2nd ed. (Beverly Hills, Calif.,
1976), 65-66; Maxine D. Jones and Kevin M. McCarthy, A&an Americans in
M a (Sarasota,Fla., 1993), 11 1-12; Saunders, Bridgingthe Gap, 75-76,25859.
26. Sitkoff, Struggle for Black Equality, 37, 59-62; Chalmers, Hooded Americanism,
31 1; Newton, Invisibk Emfire, 75, 129-30;Allen Morris, The Femida Handbook,
1961-1962 (Tallahassee,Fla., 1961), 340, 375, 377; Bacon, &!undo, 2: 248-49.
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Established black leadership had a history of joining official
efforts to deal with Orlando's race relations. The Chamber of
Commerce first named a committee to study the issue in 1926, and
a new committee took up the charge in 1931. Mayor Robert S.
Carr's Advisory Committee on Interracial Relations, appointed in
1957, included both white and black members for the first time.
After demonstrations began in the 1960s, Carr enlarged the committee, retaining a balance of twelve white and twelve black members. Black committee members wanted complete integration
immediately, but the committee adopted instead a policy of gradual desegregation. Businesses agreed to accommodate a few
blacks at certain times, with complete integration to follow. The
method proved successful at the Jordan Marsh coffee shop, and
although some Orlandoans believed it was too little and too slow,
it became the model for peaceful integration of the city's restaurants, theaters, and stores.*'
When word of a planned major demonstration that would disrupt downtown business reached the committee in 1962, a meeting between Orlando's businessmen and African American leaders
resolved the situation with the promise of betterjobs for blacks. As
previously white businesses added blacks to their payrolls, they also
accelerated the pace' of the sometimes painfully slow integration
process. The Mayor's Advisory Committee on Interracial
Relations, revived and expanded in 1967 by Mayor Carl Langford,
continued its pivotal role in cooperating with the black community. In the 1970s, it became the Orlando Community Relations
Commission, and in 1972, the Orlando Human Relations
Commi~sion.~~
Even peaceful integration, however, came only after blacks
demanded it. It started on March 3, 1960, when a group of Jones
High School students sat-in at the lunch counter at the Big Apple
City Market on South Orange Blossom Trail. A waitress diffused
the situation by telling them that hamburgers were on special in
another part of the market, where they stood as she served them.
Still, the police recommended closing the lunchroom. On March
6, 1960, six young blacks went to Woolworth's on South Orange
Avenue and sat at the lunch counter. Six more entered the Kress
302

27. Bacon, Orlando, 2: 10,53,24849; The Conzcl. Cupboard, 27 June 1963.
28. Powers, Martin Anahen, 27475; OrEando Sentid Star, 29 June 1967, 19
February 1970,16January 1972,12 December 1975.
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store across the street and did the same. Similar actions had led to
violence in Tampa, Sarasota, Daytona Beach, Jacksonville, and
Sanford, but in Orlando, the lunch counters closed and after
about fifteen minutes the students left quietly. The Kress store
management temporarily removed its stools, and more than normal numbers of policemen patrolled downtown, but no violence
followed. Stores worked out a plan with the Mayor's Interracial
Committee to integrate gradually, beginning with limited black
seating at specific times. By September, some lunch counters
began to integrate.29
Still, segregation remained. A 1961 boycott of Winn-Dixie
grocery stores resulted in some jobs for blacks at the South
Parramore Avenue and South Orange Blossom Trail stores.
White customers responded by boycotting stores that hired
blacks. In June, a carload of blacks wearing swimsuits went to the
Lake Lorna Doone beach on a Sunday afternoon, followed by
police and plainclothesmen. The beach immediately was closed,
and everyone left. Lakes Lorna Doone and Failview had tested
safe for swimming, but Lake Mann, the black beach, was closed
due to bacteria in the water. In other areas the Mayor's
Committee made progress. A joint agreement between the city
and the county brought down all white and colored signs from
Orlando's public buildings in June 1 9 6 1 . ~ ~
In March 1962, Orlando police arrested eleven black teens
who sat-in at Stroud's Drug Store on Church Street. The youths
had gone first to Moses Pharmacy on the Orange Blossom Trail,
but management had removed the stools. They moved on to
Emrich's on Church Street, where employees ignored them.
Stroud, however, called the police. Dr. I.S. Hankins, Dr. Isaac
Manning, Dr. Robert Hunt Sr., Joe L. Stephens, and Leroy
Richardson, all well respected members of the black community,
posted the $2500 bond. Among the protesters, Jones High School
senior Sylvester Mack sat-in every day at Woolworth's lunch counter until the store finally conceded and served blacks. Mack and
another Jones High School student, Ralph Armstead, belonged to
the Liberal Religious Youth group, organized by the Rev. Nelson
29. The Corner Cupboard, 3 March, 6 March, 17 March, 15 September 1960;
Orlando Sentinel Star, 6 March 1960; Orlando Sentinel,25 February 1992; Bacon,
Orlando, 2: 225, 232.
30. The Comzer Cupboard, 22 June, 29 June, 6 July, 30 September 1961.
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Pinder of Parramore's Episcopal Church of St. John the Baptist.
Pinder's experience with passive resistance, sit-ins, and marches in
northern cities, as well as his willingness to lead, assured both
progress and non-violence. Members of the youth group stood-in
quietly every evening at the Beacham Theater ticket booth until
the theater stopped selling tickets. In 1963, the Beacham Theater
and a suburban theater integrated quietly after agreeing with the
Mayor's Committee to start accepting limited numbers of blacks at
designated showings.31
Lakes Lorna Doone, Mann, and Fairview again closed in 1962,
allegedly due to high bacteria counts. In July 1963, blacks
attempted a wade-in at John Long pool on North Fern Creek, and
the pool locked up indefinitely. Nine members of the NAACP
Youth Council tried to integrate the beach at Lake Fairview Park,
and it too closed. All-black Lake Mann Beach and the Carter
Street pool were inaccessible as well. Lorna Doone Beach had not
reopened since blacks attempted a wade-in two years earlier. The
Mayor's Committee wanted all of the city's recreation facilities
opened to everyone by August 1, but the city refused, warning that
any recreation area faced with integration would be closed.32
While the city's swimming pools and beaches remained contested, other recreational facilities proved less recalcitrant.
Segregation in baseball ended in 1947, and the Tinker Field
grandstand integrated in 1962, although the future of the city's
minor league baseball team was in doubt. In 1963, the Minnesota
Twins had one year left in a ten-year contract to play at Tinker
Field, but the organization needed a hotel that would house the
entire team and Orlando's white-run, segregated hotels were not
likely to agree to those terms. The city's only integrated hotel, the
new Howard Johnson's on South Orange Blossom Trail, was too
small to commit the necessary rooms to the whole team.
Consequently, the six black players stayed at the Sadler Hotel on
West Church Street, while white team members stayed at the segregated Cherry Plaza Hotel or in rented apartments. Baseball was
only the first sport to deal with the problems of segregation. The
following year, after the Southern Professional Football league
ruled that no more than three blacks could play for any league
31. Ibid., 15 March, 24 March 1962, 16 September 1963; Orlando Sentinel, 25
February 1992; Bacon, Orlando, 2: 244.
32. The Corner Cupboard, 26 April 1962, 18July, 25 July 1963.
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team, seven black players resigned from the Orlando Broncos.
The NAACP protested the decision, and blacks boycotted the next
Broncos game. Instead of the usual one thousand or more fans,
fewer than one hundred watched the game.33
In December 1962, Rev. CurtisJackson, who only a few months
earlier had found a cross burning in the front yard of his Shiloh
Baptist Church in Parramore, testified before the Florida Advisory
Committee to the United States Commission on Civil Rights.
Mayor Carr, School Superintendent R. Earl Kipp, and Postmaster
Lucius A. Bryant Jr. attended the meeting, but no county commissioner appeared. Jackson explained that, despite the mayor's
order to integrate, blacks had been chased out of restrooms at the
Central Florida Fair, the beaches remained closed, and signs designating racial space in the Municipal Court were put up and
taken down daily. He pointed to the absence of news in the daily
papers and complained that the stories in the Sentinel Negro Edition
were socially-oriented and outdated."
Segregationists refused to give up their cause. In 1963, the
NAACP asked Orange County to hire blacks for clerical jobs and
to remove the "white" signs from courthouse restrooms. In a
response to the Florida Advisory Committee, a court official stated
that he did not employ blacks and never would. The NAACP picketed the Publix store on North Orange Blossom Trail in 1963,after
the store refused to hire blacks. The grocery chain's headquarters
declared that the company had no intention of hiring any
"Negroes," allegedly because customers were not ready to be waited on by blacks. T.G. Lee Dairy admitted it had no black employees in 1963, but denied any hiring policy. The Mayor's Committee
received better news from department stores like Montgomery
Ward, Sears Roebuck, Belk's, Dickson & Ives, and J.C. Penney, and
more than fifteen other businesses who agreed to hire blacks for
better paying jobs as clerks, salesmen, and secretarie~.~~
Through the efforts of the Mayor's Committee and the cooperation of the black community, integration came slowly but
peacefully to Orlando's businesses and public places. The Orange
County School Board, however, made no moves to desegregate
public schools for several years after the Brown v. Board ofEducation
33. Ibid., 14 February, 4 April, 22 August, 5 September 1963.
34. Ibid., 19 April, 6 December 1962.
35. Ibid., 21 February, 23 May, 6 June, 13June, 12 September 1963.
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ruling. The United States Supreme Court ordered an end to segregation in the nation's schools, but Florida's state government
rejected integration, appointing a committee of social scientists to
study school desegregation and its effects, and another committee
of judges and lawyers to evaluate ways to keep segregation legal.
The Florida legislature followed with several laws intended to
block integration. Delaying tactics worked to slow the process of
school desegregation, and the quiet methods of the ministers,
teachers, and professionals leading the black community likely
spared Orlando the violence felt in other places.36
In March 1962, John P. Ellis and seven other black parents
asked the Orange County School Board to immediately desegregate the county's ninety-three schools. The School Board responded that this was "illogical and impractical." Dissatisfied, the
parents sued. With Ellis v. the Board ofEducation pending, President
John F. Kennedy announced that, effective in 1963, the government would withdraw funding to segregated schools in military
areas. That September, eighteen black students started school at
previously all-white Durrance Elementa~ynear the McCoy Air
Force Base. Other schools, however, remained segregated; and
the NAACP Youth Council protested overcrowding, triple sessions,
and torn and outdated textbooks in the black schools. A year later,
the NAACP filed a motion to prevent new school construction,
funded by a $25 million bond issue, on the grounds that the plans
were "designed to perpetuate segregation." With that threat,
Orange County finally agreed to an integration plan.37
Throughout the South, most parents, white and black, preferred neighborhood schools, but residential segregation still
determined who lived in city neighborhoods. Black parents wanted children to attend schools closest to the home, even if it was
white. Integration plans, however, required relocating black children from their own communities into white neighborhoods.
White families moved to the suburbs rather than send their children to black schools. With enrollments drastically decreasing,

36. Bacon, Orlando, 2: 244; Charlton W. Tebeau, A History of Hods (Coral Gables,
Fla,, 1971), 441; The History of Arb& Edwath in Orange County, Hmida
(Orlando. Fla., 1990), 116; Joseph A. Tomberlin, "Florida Whites and the
Brown Decision of 1954,"lGPorida Hutmiad Qwmterb 51 Uuly 1972):35-36.
37. The h e r Cupboard, 1 March, 2 March, 5 April, 23 August, 30 August 1962, 2
May 1963,21 May 1964; Bacon, Orlado, 2: 24445.
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black neighborhood schools across the South closed. Dr. Gordon
Foster, a Florida educator involved in school desegregation,
observed in 1974 that an "entire generation of Negro youth was
being sacrificed," that they were not prepared for what was expected from them, and that school budgets could not pay for the necessary remedial classes. Blacks "lose the most in the short run," he
noted; black schools were shut down, black students commuted,
black teachers transferred, and black principals faced demotion to
teaching position^.^
Foster accurately portrayed what happened to Parramore's
schools. Callahan and Holden Elementary Schools closed early in
the desegregation process, never to reopen. By 1997, nearly nine
hundred black children still rode buses out of the Parramore area
to eight different elementary schools. The negative effects of
school closings went beyond educational issues to the community
itself. Schools could not serve as community centers when they
were outside the community, and students formed few friendships
with children they saw only at school. Black parents found school
visits difficult or impossible, and children from the Parramore
housing projects suffered emotional damage from taunts and
labels such as "Carver Court kids."39
As part of its long-range integration plan, the School Board and
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund in New York City agreed to close
Jones High School in 1969, but the Parramore community refused
to give up its traditional black high school, which had served as the
center of black life in Orlando since the 1880s when it was Orlando
Black. The Orlando Chapter of the NAACP rejected the plan,
despite its origins with the national NAACP headquarters, and
organized a student boycott that helped save the school. On a
February 1969 school day, three thousand black students in Orange
County stayed home. Of the 1,824Jones students, 3'7 showed up for
class. The countywide boycott and subsequent protests kept Jones
High School open, but white families moved rather than send their
children to the school. As the enrollment dropped, the School
Board continued to bus blacks to white schools.40
38. J. Irving E. Scott, The Education of Bhck People in J b d u (Philadelphia,1974),
viii; Charles U. Smith and Charles Grigg, "School Desegregation in Florida,"
in The Civil Rights Movement in M d a and the United States, ed. Charles U.
Smith (Tallahassee, Fla., 1989), 209-10.
39. The Corner Cupboard, 3 March 1969; OrEando Sentinel, 30 November 1997.
40. The Cmner Cupboard, 3 March 1969;J o m High School Centennial Celebration.
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Late in 1969, a District Court Judge approved a desperate
School Board plan to meet a final deadline to integrate teachers.
While the schools were closed for the semester break, teachers'
names were put into one or more glass containers, sometimes
referred to as "fish bowls" and other times as "pickle jars." All
weekend and late into the night, names were pulled from the jars
in a televised drawing, exchanging teachers' positions with others
teaching the same subjects at other schools. Students received an
additional day off while teachers across the county packed away
their books and lesson plans, and moved to a new school. Schools
reopened in January 1970, with eight teachers from Jones High
School reassigned to Edgewater High School in a white Orlando
neighborhood. Nap Ford, a teacher at Jones described the experience as 'culture shock" for the high school, which lost many of
its best faculty. The award-winning Jones High School Band
dropped to twenty-four musicians. The school never integrated,
and it lost more than half of its enrollment after the "fish bowl

transfer^."^'
The loss of neighborhood schools represented a serious blow
to the Parramore community. Integration made not only the
schools but the whole separate African American world less and
less necessary. The Negro Chamber of Commerce remained
active until integration allowed its members to join the Greater
Orlando Chamber of Commerce. Many businesses subsequently
suffered a fate similar to the schools. Whites had never patronized
them, and the law no longer restricted black businesses exclusively to black neighborhoods. Shoppers could, and too often did,
spend their money elsewhere. Black hotels lost clientele as black
travelers and baseball players stayed in establishments of their
choice. No longer restricted to living in black neighborhoods,
middleslass African Americans moved out of what was becoming
an inner city ghetto, leaving failed businesses and vacated houses
to transients, drug dealers, and a growing underclass of blacks
trapped in poverty and
Physical decline had not started with desegregation. By the
time integration sealed the fate of many of its institutions, the
41. Jones High School Centennial Celebration; Odasagzah: Edgmater High School
Yearbook, I970 (Orlando, Fla., 19701, 230-31.
42. Orlando Sentinel Star, 24 April 1988, 18 December 1989; Orlando Sentinel, 9-15
February 1998, 1 April 2001.
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Parramore community had struggled for decades with the effects
of low African American incomes and a high percentage of absentee landlords. Dilapidated commercial buildings, poor housing
conditions, and high population densities tend to characterize
urban black neighborhoods. Densities increase when houses
become apartments, and when apartment developments and public housing projects bring large numbers of people into fewer city
blocks. Public housing began in Orlando, as it did in most cities,
as a Depressionera, slum-clearance, public housing program
intended to create work for the unemployed and to provide better
housing for low-income families. Griffin Park's twenty-four buildings accommodated 174 families in Parramore, opening in 1940
despite an injunction filed against the city by thirty black Gore
Street property owners in a futile attempt to stop the destruction
of 154 houses to clear land for the project. Additional apartments
later housed eighty more families. Completion of Griffin Park
facilitated Orlando's residential segregation. Newly restricted to
the west side of the railroad tracks, displaced Jonestown residents
moved in 1940 from the city's original black neighborhood on the
east side of the tracks into the Griff~nPark project. The 160-unit
Carver Court project opened near Griffin Park in 1945 to house
black war workers and military families. Projects near Lake Mann
in the 1950s, some government-funded and some privatelyfinanced, added more apartments for blacks and increased the
population density. The crowded and rundown area became a
dangerous and undesirable neighborhood by the time integration
offered escape to some African A m e r i ~ a n s . ~ ~
Not even the projects were safe, however, when Interstate 4
slashed through Parramore in 1957, eliminating residential and
commercial buildings wholesale, and isolating what remained of
the black community behind the raised expressway, where neighborhood streets dead-ended. Interstate 4 reinforced the east-west
division of the city that originated with the railroad in the 1880s.
By 1974, the East-West Expressway split the Holden-Parramore
neighborhood into north and south as well, displacing one thou-

43. Alphonso Pinkney, Black Americans (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1969), 60-61;
Pawamme Heritage Community Directmy; Bacon, Orlando, 2: 86, 90, 92-93, 105,
123, 167; Orlando Sentinel Star, 23 July 19'78, 12 February 1990; D.J. Miller &
Associates, Disparity Study for the Orange County Consortium (Orlando, Fla.,
1993), 17-20,Joseph L. Brechner Research Center.
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sand houses in Orlando's southern neighborhoods, as many as two
hundred businesses, and three churches: St. John's Missionary
Baptist, St. Mark's A.M.E., and First Alliance. At least six hundred
renters lost their homes to the East-West Expressway.44
By 1964, the city described Parramore as "blighted" and divided the neighborhood's more than eight hundred acres into three
urban renewal projects, collectively known as the Holden-Callahan
General Neighborhood Renewal Area. As many as four thousand
families and another one thousand individual residents expected
to be relocated. Within a decade, the city demolished eleven hundred units, most of them private homes. Citrus Bowl and Tinker
Field expansions took more residences. Then during the 1970s,
government buildings began to appear on the west side of
Interstate 4, in the black community. African American homes
and institutions gave way to the Municipal Justice Building, the
Federal Office Building, the State Office Building, the State Crime
Lab, and the Orlando Vocational-Technical Center. In 1976,
members of the eighty-year-old Mount Olive A.M.E. Church initially resisted demolition of their building for a parking lot for the
nine-story State Office complex, protesting that they were being
robbed in the name of city improvement. They changed their
minds, however, as the project neared completion, conceding that
the church, out-of-place in the commercial district, would not survi~e.~~
Integration brought voluntary displacement, as many African
Americans, no longer restricted to the inner city, abandoned
Parramore and its growing problems of crime, poverty, and nonresidential uses. At the same time, integration opened the way for
white encroachment, as color barriers fell and black residents
vacated properties in the path of downtown expansion. Critics

Orlando Sentinel Star, 8 August 1971,18 December 1989; Miller, Disparity Study
for the Orange County Consortium, 17-18; Bacon, Wndo, 2: 277-78, 282;
Callahan, Holden-Pamamure, Lakc Dot Historic Suwey (Orlando, Fla., 1988), 45,
Joseph L. Brechner Research Center; Raymond A. Mohl, 'Whitening Miami:
Race, Housing, and Government Policy in Twentieth-Century Dade County,"
Florida Histmica1 Quarterij 79 (winter 2001): 340-45.
45. Joseph L. Brechner, "TheCase for Urban Renewal,"unpublished manuscript,
ca. 1964, Joseph L. Brechner Research Center; Miller, Disparity Study fm the
Orange County Crmsoliium, 17-20; Orlando Sentinel, 13January 1994; Callahan,
5; Orlando Sentinel Star, February
Holden-Pawamme, Lake Dot Historic Su-,
1977, vertical file,Joseph L. Brechner Research Center.
44.
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charged that land and people become expendable in the name of
progress, and that development remained too often a way to get
rid of undesirable people. Absentee landlords sold properties,
leaving renters with no place to live and too often without compensation for the loss of their homes. If Parramore and its people
were not expendable, they certainly did not carry as much value as
the real estate they occupied, and the demolition and displacement went on, making way first for public housing, then for government and business encroachment, and always for expressway
construction.&
None of this directly caused the 1980 riot, but all of these factors created an atmosphere ripe for such violence. The question
of why the 1980 riot happened leads to the question of why no riots
46. Mark H. Rose, Interstate: Express Highway Politics, 19391989, rev. ed.
(Knoxville, Tenn., 1990), 11517; Orlando Sentinet 18 December 1989, 1 April
2001; Orlando Sentinel Star, 23 April, 24 April, 27 April 1988.
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took place in the 1960s, when other cities experienced serious disruptions. Parramore's history suggests one possible answer in the
fundamental role of the African American community.
Integration brought important gains and serious losses for the
black community. The African American community, still relatively strong and cohesive, kept Parramore calm in the 1960s; that
unifylng force was largely absent when the neighborhood's frustration and discontent over the loss of buildings, institutions, and
people erupted into violence on a steamyJuly night in 1980.
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